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Kiss (y)our Primitive Future
A City Without Houses, A House Without Rooms, A Room Without Walls

This year Intermediate 6 will conceive of new, unfamiliar, non-typological, giant architectures for a multitude 
of strangers to live, work, love, sleep and dream together unconcealed.  We’ve avoided the word ‘house’ here 
because we reject archaic, patronising architectural categories and the typological baggage of house(ing) that 
architects have obsessed over since the birth of our modern ‘profession’ during industrialisation; a period 
when the invention of ‘homeliness,’ reproduction of life and construction of our beliefs and habits emerged as 
the focus of political strategies. 

Now, we might fearlessly embrace the accelerating innovation/destruction of history, values and our beliefs 
wrought by economy, technology and competition for profit which defines our epoch. The expanding provo-
cation and deepening capture of our individual and collective productive potential has led to the blurring of 
home, work and shopping; we now (re)produce everywhere, all the time. The increasing saturation of the city 
and workplaces with textures of homeliness and a mélange of every style and belief that has ever existed, are 
a thin shell that conceals an expanding flatness, sameness, and narrowing determination of who we are.

This year we will strive to clear away deeply rooted assemblages from architecture and life: programming, 
meanings, values, character roles, narratives of privacy and their architectural hardware: facades, corridors, 
floors, walls, furniture’s, doors, and locks. If New Architecture is possible then we can no longer build upon 
the deceptive abstractions which limit who we can become, their binary categories and oppositions - inside/
outside, mine/yours, masculine/feminine, sacred/profane. We will strive to give form to modes of life already 
emerging from within the pressures of the metropolis that embrace the potential of our common rootless-
ness, placelessness, and need or want to share. We will develop spatial and phenomenological devices, fields 
of subtle mediation and shift without division which push the dissolution of typology and architecture as ide-
ological figuration, and inversely we will experiment with the relationship of the ‘field’ to distinct and decisive 
archetypal forms. As producers of space, aesthetics and culture, we are well positioned to tip the balance and 
give lines of flight struggling to open other, more loving, interesting possible worlds and experiences of being, 
new form.

Brendon Carlin has been a Unit Master at the AA since 2011, is a candidate with AA PhD City-Architecture and 
directs AAVS Tropicality. Brendon has led several realised architecture and city projects, and practised and 
taught on six continents with distinguished institutions leading studios including ADS9 last year at the RCA 
with John Ng.

James Kwang-Ho Chung is a new Unit Master at the AA, a lecturer with the Royal College of Art, and an archi-
tectural designer for Hopkins. He has been practicing in numerous studios realising many built projects, has 
lectured and taught with several universities including the AA, RCA and Leeds School of Architecture since 
graduating from AA Diploma 5 in 2013. 
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A Gianthouse for the No-City of Strangers

(what will we do?)

Relations of power and knowledge inform techniques of normalization, and they produce subjects and objects 
through an infinite modelling that today extends into the smallest fibres of our bodies and desires. Yet it must 
be emphasized that the space they create is also an openness, a multiplicity that contains an equally infinite 
capacity for … transformation, and for the actualization of other spaces and subjects.

– Sven-Olov Wallenstien, Bio-Politics and the Emergence of Modern Architecture

This year in Intermediate 6 you will search for new subjectivities emerging from within the contemporary 
metropolis, both individual and collective, and strive to give them new ‘form.’ We will pursue the design of  
unfamiliar 10,000m2, ‘gianthouse’ architecture for ‘radical’ new forms of life (living, working, labouring, cre-
ating, togetherness, aloneness) for these emerging subjectivities. The 10,000m2 does not necessarily need to 
be one monolithic block, cluster or agglomeration but might take many possible configurations and can be dis-
tributed in a variety of different forms depending on students’ individual discoveries and fascinations through 
the course of the project. We are interested in alternative futures and new architectures for self-empower-
ment from within and against the soft abstractions of contemporary architecture that present themselves as 
freedom but are the instead increasingly constraining who we are and how we spend our time. We want to 
conceive of architectures against a tendency towards deepening dependency and de-politicisation. We are 
interested in new forms of beauty, in new forms of democratic space based on what we increasingly share 
common,  for the ‘therapeutic’ cultivating of increasingly liberated individuality.

We are interested in radically new architecture and therefore must shed the old in experimental ways  - we 
want to test ideas of a city with (no)typology, no-programming, no-façade, no-rooms, no-walls, no doors, no-
locks, no-storage and no-possessions. We are interested in a city of “orphans (no daddy-mommy-me), atheists 
(no beliefs), and nomads (no habits, no territories).” A city with a clear and simple relationship to each other, 
and to bare form, one aware of its decisions. Only the most radical clearing away and confrontation with bare 
life, and then the clarity of new form(s) might invite the for-too-long-delayed opportunity for us to transform 
ourselves into “new loveable and interesting [architectures]… creatures who speak in an entirely new lan-
guage.”

(what will happen, modules, trips, methodology?)

The unit will employ a rigorously developed methodology. There are 6 design briefs, 2 unit trips and a lecture 
series featuring distinguished projects.

Brief 1 
Free (Fields, Caves, Forest, Landscape), Rational, Axial
27.09.18 – 05.11.18 | WEEK 1 | Duration - 1 Week
Output/Deliverables - 1:100 Model, 1 AO filled with ‘tissue sample’ drawings | Group of 3 work MELANIE RICH, CITY-AS-BUILDING FOR STUDENTS AND THE ELDERLY. CONTINUOUS SPACE OF CAVES OCCUPY EVER 

OTHER LEVEL (PLAN AT TOP) AND LEVEL OF ‘OPEN FIELDS’ ON EVERY LEVEL IN-BETWEEN. 
RCA ADS9 BRENDON CARLIN, JOHN NG, JAMES KWANG HO CHUNG, MARIA PAEZ.
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Exempliary Projects Lecture Series

Robin Spencer – 5/10/18
Melike Ceyisakar  8/10/18
Melanie Rich 12/10/18
Jack Berrett 19/10/2018
NA Jongwon 22/10/2018

Zsuzsa Peter 18/01/19
Alice Foreman 25/01/19
John Ng 28/01/19

Unit Trip 1 (short weekend trip)
Geneva, Lausanne (SANAA Rolex Learning Center), and Zürich (Coop funded cities-within-the-city). 

Brief 2
Search & Research 
05.10.18 – 10.12.17 | Duration – 10 weeks
Output – Large format book, writings | Group & individual work

Brief 3 
Drawing Space: Free, Rational, Axial
15.10.18 – 9.11.18 | Duration – 4 weeks
Output – Scaled architectural drawings (Plan, Section, 3D), Interpretive drawings of precedent projects

Unit Trip 2
Silicon Valley and San Francisco to tour campuse, housing and wierd new subjectivities and communities emerging from the 
most expensive and high tech place in the world. (visits to the new Apple Campus, Google, Facebook, Co-op tech housing, 
startup tech companies, artists)

Brief 4
Free (Fields, Caves, Forest, Landscape), Rational, Axial II
11.01.18 – 18.01.18 | WEEK 10-11 | Duration - 1 weeks
Output/Deliverables - 1:100 Model, 1 AO filled with ‘tissue sample’ digital drawings | Individual Work

Brief 5
Site - Winter Break
Output – Architectural drawings, model | Individual work

Brief 6
Design Project
18.01.19 –  26.04.19 | Duration - 1 weeks
Output/Deliverables - 1:100 Model, A1, A0 colour line drawings, Plan, Axo, Axis Mundi, Individual  | Individual Work

(why, what is it about – short essay)

Barbarism? Yes, indeed. We say this in order to introduce a new, positive concept of barbarism. For what does 
poverty of experience do for the barbarian? It forces him to start from scratch; to make a new start; to make a 
little go a long way; to begin with a little and build up further, looking neither left nor right. Among the great 
creative spirits, there have always been the inexorable ones who begin by clearing [away]. They need a drawing 
table; they were constructors.

– Walter Benjamin, Experience and Poverty

Someone once said that “practicing happiness is damned serious work.” We would argue that in order to ‘open 
up’ a space for the practice of happiness and necessarily then new Architectures, one must first clear away 
(practicing destruction is damned serious work too) and start from a simple idea. Freed from the clutter of so 
many enclosures – both of the physical variety (the typical, façades, rooms, walls), and of the enclosures of 
unconsciously inherited ‘beliefs’ - we might establish a different relationship with knowledge. With fresh eyes 
we might encounter a kind of clarity and a positive ‘constructive energy’ through which to build something 
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entirely other.  To see the possibility for new, alternative forms of life and experience. Yes, the other is always 
already emerging but we as architects might consciously give desiring “lines of flight which escape the coding” 
space and then new substantial form. 

We have long become used to being ‘uprooted’ from “special,” historically place-evolved communities, cus-
toms and identity’s. We have become accustomed to the feeling of not-being-at-home of constantly feeling 
on the move whether physically or mentally: one only needs look as far as the speed of innovation, fashion 
and the increasingly global options of workplace. And yet, despite this increasing ‘fluidity’, we have yet to 
fully open up the parallel space(s) of liberation free from the sedimented hierarchies of history that this root-
lessness seems to promise. This is in part due to the fact that we hold on to, ‘reproduce’ if you will, ‘shelters’, 
habits, ideas, space and architecture that is not in our best interests. While we may not recognise it, a sense 
of existential meaning and security is essential for us, and we can find it in a new belonging that stems from 
our not-belonging.

We are a species that lacks specialised instincts in an environment that evolves, innovates and demands adap-
tation faster than biology can possibly keep up with. Without historical shelters of a community with special 
learned customs, we are wracked by the anguish of constant and unforeseen threats to any sense of stability 
or certainty. Faced with this absolute uncertainty we are forced to be on our toes at every moment. Without 
any special historical ‘inside’ shelter of community and customs, we must resort to our basic cognitive and 
linguistic abilities to protect ourselves from the unforeseen. We strive to create these ‘shelter’ of durable walls 
around ourselves through labels, ‘styles,’ ‘elbowing-to-the- top’ at school or work ego-games, and through 
habitually being inhabitual or unconsciously performing the rituals of the metropolis.

This nervous striving for a durable self using only our social skills and abilities of opportunism and adaptability 
and channelled through the most advanced management techniques and technology is now manufactured 
by economy and put to work for profit. In other words, the forms of sheltering certainty, existential security, 
identity, meaning and a telos (supposed destiny) of impending techno-utopia (one that seems forever delayed) 
which we are compelled to pursue and invest in are braided or coupled to the wants and compulsions of the  
profit economy. It is in this way that we ourselves now unwittingly reproduce our own submission to hierar-
chies as blind and “as groundless as they are thriving,” while under the impression that we are freely pursuing 
an exalted self and liberated future for humankind. Our emotional, social and cognitive abilities and relation-
ship to others; that is, the entirety of our experience, is being highly determined and constrained, while narra-
tives of the contemporary city preach the complete opposite: that we have more and more freedom. 

Nowhere are the consequences of economy and work’s extending production of our self more obvious though 
less detectable  - hiding in plain site - than in the, by now, obvious tendency of work (and its twin, the work-of 
consumption), in step with technological development, to increasingly permeate housing, and vice versa, the 
tendency of what was associated with domestic space to increasingly infuse the ‘workplace’ and in fact the 
entire city, with semblances of ‘homeliness,’ it’s frictionlessness, affectionate care and narratives of individu-
al freedom. The city has become a realm of soft abstraction. Of blurry, blank, giant continuous, ‘frictionless’ 
interior(ity) which capitalises  - with the help of architects -  on our existential homelessness, our unbounded 
anxiety, compulsion to adaptation and dependency  - all now the source of value in the knowledge economy. 
If we recognise that the totality of the city has been configured to maximise potentiality of innovation, social 
cooperation and competition and its capture, and cannot therefore offer any lasting forms or models but only 
a void of possibility then we can also recognise that an abundance of styles, expressions, homeliness, leisure, 
and shopping not to mention typologies with their programmes have become either retrograde comforts or 
mechanisms of consolation, compensation and ‘masking.’  In a sense, architectural mythologies which obscure 
the reality and gravity of our predicament, and delay a more interesting future. 

In architecture culture and in architecture school (and though we must recognise that liberated desires are 
always both active and latent in these phenomena) the ‘elbowing-to-the-top’ of the ‘sexy’ or intriguing form 
or drawing game; the functionalist-compositional programme and circulation game; the provocative po-
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lemic game; or the social-ecological-responsibility-game all become attempts to contribute our own ‘varia-
tion-on-a-theme’ to the growing heap of empty variety and a distraction. Feeding the star-architect game, 
we the institutions of culture strive to give the same, narrow and deterministic content of the metropolis’ - its 
undermining of individual freedom and experience - a fresh, desiring, futuristic or inversely, often nostalgic 
form or face. In this way we not only veil and deepen the submission of architectures intended ‘occupants’ but 
confirm our own unwitting servitude in our role as architect-as-(re)producer. We reproduce hierarchies and 
their masking or consoling, apologetic narratives. On the other side of the same coin, calls for architects to 
be responsible and fix social or ecological problems, are topical treatments or applications of ‘reform’ which 
temporarily avert collapse and prolong and deepen a crisis that can only be addressed at our societies very 
foundations. As architects (and as increasingly precarious cognitive workers), we have for too long delayed a 
confrontation with the hollowness, and also therefore an infinite potential for openness and otherness behind 
the rituals and mythologies of the metropolis. 

This year the unit will embrace the destructive force of the metropolis as positive and necessary to open up 
new forms of architecture. We will plot lines of escape for those liberated tendencies which are increasingly 
released amidst the accelerating destruction of the metropolis. New forms of liberated existence are constant-
ly emerging as we increasingly squeeze ourselves into owning less and less, into no longer being attached to 
any fixed place, and into wanting and needing to live, work and share more and more in common with every-
one. In order to avert our own reproduction of ‘enclosures’ and architecture as we know it, we will take aim 
at given architectural processes, our beliefs and ambitions as cognitive workers (cognitarians) and architects, 
and at the institutions which (re)produce our reality because all of the above are caught up within the same, 
often unwitting proliferation of hierarchies, confusion, division and command. We invite those who can no 
longer carry the burdens of our self-deception, to destroy the thin shell of your ‘shelters’ and establish a new 
relationship with knowledge. 

We will conceive of architectures to ‘tip the balance’ towards the open, and offer possibilities for (new) ex-
perience. We will trace the outlines; economic, spatial and material principles of emerging global models for 
the ‘production of space’ that hide within them the possibility for new architecture. Through research we will 
identify emerging subjects and ‘communities’ and develop a thesis-as-brief intended to strategically schema-
tise and appropriate technological devices, formal and aesthetic tendencies in order to redirect them towards 
entirely new (ir)rationalities, new forms of emphatic ritual and new collective forms of everyday life.

We are interested in a city with (no) typology, no-programming, no-façade, no-rooms, no-walls, no doors, 
no-locks, no-storage and no-possessions. Of no transcendental meaning and therefore the possibility of ex-
perience, of no-references and therefore the possibility of new memories; of no-style and therefore the pos-
sibility for the most liberated and individual ‘styles’; no art and therefore the possibility for ‘artists’; no values 
and therefore the possibility of ‘value’; no-beliefs and therefore knowledge; no ‘debt’ and therefore sharing 
or ‘indebtedness’; minimised labour and therefore free space, time and form. Of no ‘natural’ and therefore 
the possibility of new natures. We are interested in a city of “orphans (no daddy-mommy-me), atheists (no 
beliefs), and nomads (no habits, no territories).” A city with a clear and simple relationship to each other, and 
to bare form, one aware of its decisions. Only the most radical clearing away and confrontation with the reality 
of our condition, and then the clarity of new form(s) might invite the for-too-long-delayed opportunity for us 
to transform ourselves through our concrete conditions, stripped of their mythologies, into “new loveable and 
interesting [architectures]… creatures who speak in an entirely new language.”

(how? - notes on methodology)

In order to rigorously pursue these possible futures, the unit will experiment with 3 crucial devices for the 
development of the project.

(1) The first key device is the ‘hijack’. We will aim to trace forms of community emerging out of the pressures 
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and consequences of the contemporary city that are already beginning to carve out alternative conceptions 
and forms of house and ‘homeliness’ (security, community). We are interested in ‘self-actualisation’ in forms 
of collective labour and negotiation that free up time, and help to dissolve current forms of pressures to ‘be’ a 
certain ‘type of individual.’ We want to develop architectures for everyday life that promote forms of life which 
allow for the development of our own creative work and unique selves.

(2) As mentioned in the above short essay, a key interest of the unit is the exercise of Negation – it becomes 
just as critical to identify what you reject, what you leave out of the project, as what you include or incorporate 
in the project. 

Because we seek to challenge crucial concepts and categories which are entangled with the construction and 
moulding of who we are and how we live it becomes crucial to ‘deconstruct’ typical assumptions and catego-
ries. For this reason we will reject the typical ‘crutches’ of architectural composition or assumptions of what is 
necessary – programming, privacy, scale, clusters or assemblages of functional pieces like kitchen, bathroom 
etc, which are entangled with gendering and subjugating aspects for the construction of the subject into the 
status quo. We will redraw precedent case studies that lack or reject certain architectural features and ele-
ments considered foundational to the practice now.

(3) We will work with 3 core compositional (and non-compositional) devices for the formal and phenome-
nological construction of projects. It is up to you the student to choose precedents in these areas and derive 
specific brief in relation to research into their emerging community: 

Exodus moves toward an “accustomed place” continually reconstituted by one’s own activity, an “accustomed 
place” that never pre-exists the experience that determines its location, nor that, therefore, can reflect any 
former habit. - Paolo VIrno

1 primitive form - ‘free’ space - caves, forest, and fields of mediation without division, individuation only 
amongst and from the general, the common, the general intellect

we will look to primitive archetypes, for their subtle spatial mediation and shift without subdivision. By prim-
itive archetype we mean for example, the giant houses-as-village of hunter-gatherers (long house of ancient 
Europe and Japan, and round house as village of tribes in Amazon) sedentary and not, or perhaps even further 
back, to the continuous space of caves, forests and fields. (Eg. Yanomami Roundhouse, Longhouses (contem-
porary and prehistoric), Woodhenge Durrington Wells, Richard Bradley A Life Less Ordinary, Ishigami, Sou 
Fujimoto, Kerez)

2 axial space - archetypal clear ‘form’ and void, a new public sphere, axis mundi

historical archetypes of congregational, ceremonial space, stripped of their symbolism and meaning of de-
pendent origination. (Roman Basilica, Catholic cruciform transformations, Elora Ajanta Caves, political assem-
blies, agora) 

3 distribution machine – rational, functional distribution for efficient maintenance of life

emerging technologies for the construction of buildings and infrastructure and for the basic needs of main-
taining the body. Hyper-rational, high tech, efficient, automated, mathematically logical without consideration 
for the emotional or psychological per se. (contemporary extremely efficient architect as machines for distri-
bution of structure, services, Amazon factory, refugee camps, worker camps, no-stop city) 

Formal Diagrams/Strategies and Key Architectural References
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Non-compositional rationality fields (some refs: radicals, warehouses, Spain/Iceland greenhouses) –
juxtaposed in the proposed buildings to free-space, free flowing (some refs: Japanese ‘naturalists’ and
new primitives) – and yet bounded by or centred on clear and distinct ‘forms’ to give space to collective
ritual organisations (some refs: archetypal, ancient housing, Tendenza)

Ukrainian Mega-site - 5000BC
‘Woodhenge’, UK – 3000BC
Norwegian Long House – 3000BC
Long House, Papua New Guinea – Current
Yanomami House Village – Current
Mikhail Okhitovich and Moisei Ginsburg – Green City
Donald Judd - Houses within a wall or outside or between two walls
Lacaton & Vassal - Ecological neighbourhood, La Vecquerie, Saint-Nazaire
Go Hasegawa - Pilotis in a Forest
Kazuyo Sejima – Nishinoyama House, 2015
SANAA – Eda Housing, 2006
Geoffery Bawa – Roof House 1997, Boulder House 1974
Andrea Branzi/Archizoom – No-Stop City 1969, Agronica 1994
Junya Ishigami – Kanagawa Institute 2010, Houses
Sigueru Ban – Wall-Less House, 1997, Naked House 2000, Curtain Wall House 1995,
Cero 9 – Project in 12 Ideal Cities Black Square
Amazon Warehouses
Spanish Orange growing greenhouses, El Ejido
Icelandic Tomato Greenhouses

- the unit is interested experimental architectural-linguistic projects which are tied up with the ‘material 
construction of new subjects’ from within and against the veiled instrumentaling norms and constraints im-
posed by our current Civilisation – a Civilisation that remains defined by the management of society to max-
imise the accumulation of human labour (through work, consumption, social life)

- our  strategy departs from a recognition that new forms of more liberated and culturally-politically 
autonomous forms of life are inadvertently emanating from the consequences and pressures on life in the 
contemporary metropolis: new liberated subjectivities are always already ‘escaping the coding’ and carving 
out or inventing spaces for alternative forms of life and experience

- we aim to develop - through the study of a specific phenomenon and ‘community’ in the contemporary 
Metropolis - an acute knowledge of the ways that deterministic contemporary power mechanisms manifest in 
relation to questions of political decision, cultural production and experience. The ways that capitalism builds 
its power and manipulation upon forms of desire.

- we embrace decisive (collective political) form, aware that the entry into an architecture must always 
be a conscious choice. We will reject ‘pluralism’ or ‘anything goes and everybody is right mentality’ that dis-
solves theory and de-politicises; in a seemingly opposite but equal direction we want to embrace the ‘Nega-
tion’ of capitalist development which is always at work destroying historical forms imposed on life and stunting 
individual autonomy. We reject the mythologies and consolation of nostalgia and/or imminent techno-utopia.

- Architecture is for us, a cultural project, an economic project, a political project that operates through 
not only the projection of the built and form, but also through a decisive lack of form. The portfolio and the 
presentation are forms of architecture as a cultural project.

TERM 1  
  
WEEK 01 
25/09/2018 | Intermediate 6 Presentation
26/09/2018 | Intermediate Unit Interviews   
       commence
27/09/2018 | Welcome to Inter 6
       Free (Fields, Caves, Forests, 
       Landscape) / Rational / Axial
  
WEEK 02 
01/10/2018 | Research Brief
05/10/2018 | Model Crit
       Search & Research 
      Guest Lecture 01: Robin Spencer
  
WEEK 03 
08/10/2018 | Search & Research
       Guest Lecture 02: Melike Ceyisakar
12/10/2018 | Seminar Series 01
       Guest Lecture 03: Melanie Rich
  
WEEK 04 
15/10/2018 | Search & Research
       Drawing Space: 
       Free, Rational, Axial
19/10/2018 | Seminar Series 02
       Guest Lecture 04: Jack Berrett

WEEK 05  
22/10/2018 | Search & Research   
       Drawing Space: 
       Free, Rational, Axial
       Guest Lecture 05: NA Jongwon
26/10/2018 | Seminar Series 03
       Term 1 Open Jury (Stage 1)
  
WEEK 06 (Open Week - All Classes Suspended)
29/10/2018 | Search & Research
       Drawing Space: 
       Free, Rational, Axial
02/11/2018 | Term 1 Open Jury (Stage 2)
       Study Trip to Geneva (Out)
03/11/2018 | Laussane - Zurich
  
WEEK 07  
05/11/2018 | Zurich-London (In)
        Search & Research
       Drawing Space: 
       Free, Rational, Axial
09/11/2018 | MIDTERM RESEARCH CRIT AND  
       PINUP REDRAW
  
WEEK 08 
12/11/2018 | Search & Research
16/11/2018 | Search & Research
  
WEEK 09  
19/11/2018 | Search & Research
23/11/2018 | Search & Research
  
WEEK 10  
26/11/2018 | Search & Research
30/11/2018 | Search & Research
  
WEEK 11 
03/12/2018 | Search & Research
07/12/2018 | Search & Research 
       Term 1 Undergraduate 
       Submission Hand-In
  

WEEK 12
10/12/2018 | Search & Research
12/12/2018 | TERM 1 FINAL JURY
       INDIVIDUAL PROJECT BRIEF 
       SUBMISSION

X-MAS WEEK 01 
17/12/2018-23/12/2018

X-MAS WEEK 02 
24/12/2018-30/12/2018

X-MAS WEEK 03 
31/12/2018 | Study Trip to 
      Silicon Valley, San Francisco
 

TERM 2 
WEEK 01  
07/01/2019 | Term1 + Study Trip Research Recap
11/01/2018 | Undergraduate Progress Reviews
       Free (Fields, Caves, Forests, 
       Landscape) / Rational / Axial II      
  
WEEK 02 
14/01/2019 | INDIVIDUAL PROJECT BRIEF
       FINAL SUBMISSION & REVIEW
       TRIP RESEARCH CRIT
18/01/2019 | Design Project
       Guest Lecture 05: Zsuzsa Peter
  
WEEK 03
21/01/2019 | Design Project
25/01/2019 | Design Project
       Guest Lecture 06: Alice Foreman
  
WEEK 04 
28/01/2019 | Design Project
       Guest Lecture 07: John NG
01/02/2019 | Term 2 Open Jury (Stage 1)
  
WEEK 05 (Open Week - All Classes Suspended)
04/02/2019 | Design Project
08/02/2019 | Term 2 Open Jury (Stage 1)
  
WEEK 06
11/02/2019 | Design Project
15/02/2019 | Term 2 MIDTERM CRIT
  
WEEK 07  
18/02/2019 | Design Project
22/02/2019 | Design Project
  
WEEK 08 
25/02/2019 | Design Project
01/03/2019 | Design Project
  
WEEK 09 
04/03/2019 | Design Project 
08/03/2019 | Design Project
  
WEEK 10  
11/03/2019 | Previews for 2nd Year
12/03/2019  
15/03/2019 | Design Project
  

WEEK 11 
18/03/2019 | Previews for 3rd Year
19/03/2019 
20/03/2019 | Term 2 FINAL CRIT
21/03/2019 | 2nd Year - Term 2 Undergraduate 
      Submission Hand-In
22/03/2019 | 3rd Year - Term 2 Undergraduate 
      Submission Hand-In

Easter WEEK 01 
WC 25/03/2019 | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 02
WC 01/04/2019 | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 03
WC 08/04/2019 | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 04
WC 15/04/2019 | Design Project
 

TERM 3 
WEEK 01  
22/04/2019 | Design Project
24/04/2019 | TS Option 2 TS3 Final Submission
26/04/2019 | TERM 3 CRIT (Term 2 Final Crit)
  
WEEK 02 
29/04/2019 | Design Project, Portfolio
03/05/2019 | Design Project, Portfolio
  
WEEK 03 
06/05/2019 | Design Project, Portfolio
11/05/2019 | Design Project, Portfolio
  
WEEK 04
13/05/2019 | Design Project, Portfolio
16/05/2019 | FINAL JURY
  
WEEK 05  
20/05/2019 | Portfolio
24/05/2019 | Portfolio
  
WEEK 06  
27/05/2019 | Portfolio
31/05/2019 | Portfolio
  
WEEK 07
03/06/2019 | 2nd YEAR TABLES
04/06/2019
07/06/2019 | 3rd Year Final Rehearsal
  
WEEK 08 
10/06/2019 | 3rd YEAR TABLES
11/06/2019 
12/06/2019 |PR Exhibition Prep
  
WEEK 09  
18/06/2019 | ARB/RIBA Part 1 
	 						External	Examination
       PR Exhibition Prep
21/06/2019 | Opening of End of Year Exhibition

03_CALENDAR



Key Architectural References 
FREE (soft abstraction, continuous space ex. Field, forest, caves, landscape) 

RATIONAL (hyper rational organisation, ex. repetitive, gridded) 
AXIAL (archetypal, hard legible form or hard legible void) Spaces
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New Barbarians

(…reversing the deepening of dependency – and the (mis)appropriation of our autonomy) 

I. Set Free: New Nomads

Life is not possible without an opening towards the transcendent, humans cannot live in chaos. 

– Mircea Eliade1

Centuries before the Australian continent was known to Europeans, the nomadic Achilpa tribe roamed and inhabited its vast 
landscapes. Their migrations were protected and guided by a sacred pole, the 5-7-meter Kauwa-auwa, which they always 
carried with them. Legends told, that in ancient times, the cosmic being Nambakula had cosmicised their future territory, 
created their institutions, and their sacred orders. The being then fashioned a pole from the gum tree, anointed it in blood 
and climbed it, disappearing for eternity into the sky.  The Achilpa planted their Kauwa-auwa pole at each new campsite they 
temporarily settled. The historian Mircea Eliade wrote that the pole established a cosmic axis for the Achilpa around which 
the territory becomes habitable, around which they establish an inhabitable “world.” While constantly being on the move, in 
a vast open space laden with absolute and unforeseeable dangers, the pole allowed them to carry their ‘world’ everywhere. 
To remain in contact with the transcendent. The planting of the kauwa-auwa at each new campsite consecrated and organised 
the space, set up the boundaries and limits of their cultural institutions, and established, both existentially and practically, 
order from chaos.2

Presently we bear witness to a continued and perpetual destruction of historical forms of place evolved community, cultural 
and religious practices, representations, knowledge, consciousness and experience via an ongoing colonisation of life by mar-
ket forces and the resulting collateral effects. This advance continues to produce - ever more vividly – one of the most common 
and pervasive features of contemporary (Metropolitan) life, a metaphysical and existential homelessness.3 This homelessness 
can be characterised also, as a new kind of nomadism. Being ‘set-free’ we have become nomads, compelled or forced to con-
stantly move - physically, mentally or both. In other words, what we refer to here by nomadism can either mean that one is 
physically on the move, whether around a city, or around the world – likely compelled or forced into migrations by want of a 
better life, conflict at home, or desire to be on the move. On the other hand, even while remaining in one geographical place 
we are compelled to constantly adapt their circumstances and lifestyle to the change, crisis, uncertainties, technologies, and 
changing modes of work of contemporary metropolitan life. 

Not only are an increasing number of individuals in a modern society uprooted from their original social milieu, but, in addition, 
no succeeding milieu succeeds in becoming truly ‘home’ either…this external mobility has correlates on the level of conscious-
ness. A world in which everything is in constant motion is a world in which certainties of any kind are hard to come by. Social 
mobility has its correlate in cognitive and normative mobility. – Berger, Berger, Kellner. The Homeless Mind.4

More recently, this nomadism, as form of liberation from place, time, and even space, can both be said to be enabled and am-
plified by technologies of communication and transmission (namely our laptops, mobiles etc as platforms for software and the 
internet) along with competition and entrepreneurialism. At the same time, in what appears a paradoxical, diametrical, equal 
but opposite movement, these technologies enable the continuously deepening reach of commodification and it’s strategies 
into every facet of human social relations. The reach into all spaces, places and depths of the mind/body has rendered spheres 
once considered distinct programmatic sites instead now blurry and interpenetrated – housing, working, factory, shopping, 
‘culture,’ education etc. It could be said that interior/exterior is no longer a valid dichotomy. Increasingly we perform many of 

1  Mircea Eliade, The sacred and the profane; the nature of  religion, (Harper torchbooks, Vol. [1st Ameri, no. TB81, 1959).

2  Pierluigi Salvadeo Luca Basso Peressut, Marco Borsotti, Imma Forino, Nomadic Interiors: Living and Inhabiting in an Age of  Migrations, (UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2015).

3  Peter L. Berger, ‘The homeless mind’, 1973.

4  Peter L. Berger, ‘The homeless mind’. The pluralistic structures of  modern society have made the life of  more and more individuals migratory, ever-changing, mobile. In everyday life the modern individual 

continuously alternates between highly discrepant and often contradictory social contexts. In terms of  his biography, the individual migrates through a succession of  widely divergent social worlds. Not only are an increasing number 

of  individuals in a modern society uprooted from their original social milieu, but, in addition, no succeeding milieu succeeds in becoming truly ‘home’ either. It is important to understand, as we tried to show earlier, that this external 

mobility has correlates on the level of  consciousness. A world in which everything is in constant motion is a world in which certainties of  any kind are hard to come by. Social mobility has its correlate in cognitive and normative 

mobility. – Berger, Berger, Kellner. The Homeless Mind.

the things once distinctly associated with each of these realms, in all of them. For example, we work, shop, consume culture, 
and educate ourselves in our houses and apartments while the ‘workplace’ takes on the features associated with the house; in 
addition to kitchens, couches, game and living rooms, companies now increasingly offer beds, as work hours extend and work 
becomes informal, creative and not about following, but breaking rules.

II. Unconcealed

“Shepherds,” says Heidegger, “dwell in this unconcealedness outside of the desert of the desolated earth.’’ They guard “the 
hidden law of the earth” against the violence of the technical will that drags it toward exhaustion by forcing it beyond its possi-
bilities. But these shepherds are invisible, and the law that they guard, in which the earth stays within the safety of its limits of 
possibility, is also invisible. Nostalgia vanishes in the very same moment in which it is first glimpsed. No subject remains in the 
home, in an essential relation with the earth. The subject is manifest solely in its relation with the will to power over the earth. 
In defining dwelling, Heidegger describes the possible conditions of a mode of living that today is impossible. To be-at-home is 
to be invisible guardians of invisible laws  – Massimo Cacciari, Eupalinos or Architecture

Technologies, modes of production and management, and desiring appeal have also produced the emergence of the open 
plan in buildings. The universal plan emerged as dominant in the factory in early 1900s and in the office in 1950s to accommo-
date surveillance, exposure, flexibility for arrangement changes or in other words, freed space from obstruction to allow for 
unforeseeable future reconfiguration. The phenomena of the open-plan also began to emerge in architect designed housing, 
in opposition to the promotion of idealised nuclear family types in popular culture. For instance, in the work of architects like 
Hejduk and Mies since the 1950s, and in many Japanese examples in the 1950s. The open-plan became visible in more popu-
lar culture in the Manhattan studio flat in 1990s, and in single room or continuous spaces without internal spatial separation in 
1990s Japan. More recently we have seen the paradigmatic reign of giant transparent and open interiors of the co-work space, 
of tech campus and the open shared spaces of co-living buildings likely driven by an ethos of innovation, flexibility and infor-
mality: views to nature, social collaboration and cross-pollination ultimately evolved against increasing productivity and profit. 

Developments and the entry of openness into the mainstream ideal, in many ways, seem to suggest the emergence of before 
imperceptible consequences of industrial capitalism and neo-liberalism itself: they given rise to buildings, qualities and modes 
of life that increasingly tend towards a kind of transparency, porosity, bare, open plan spaces of transience, impermanence 
and nomadism. Conditions that resemble those that, for instance the critic Walter Benjamin, hoped would bring about a 
classless society where trust and security meant we no longer needed to seclude ourselves from our neighbours.5 6 It was a 
commonly held theme among many avant-garde architects of the early 20th century that transparency, transience, sharing, 
and openness would cultivate subjectivities – personalities, habits, behaviours, beliefs and consciousness – that were not 
compelled by private claims to “conquered and defended but found in an as a relationship to others.”7 Evoked by these visions 
of a future in which people took pride in their work, contributions and debt (munnus is a root of the word community)8 to a 
society of dignity, which in turn bestows it back upon the individual. 

The current state of homelessness we experience in the face of this neo-liberalisation and exponential technological change 
- our new nomadism - is often one of both an overwhelming sense and possibility of freedom, of a new kind of transparency, 
openness and increasingly for many, possessionless-ness. At one and the same time, it is also often a source of isolation, 
constant uncertainty, and an unfiltered exposure to the absolute danger inherent in our very existence in the world.9 This raw 
exposure might be illustrated analogously to being naked and alone, roaming the pre-historic Australian landscape under the 
black, star-filled sky. Not only at the mercy of animals, and hostile strangers, but exposed to the emptiness of meaninglessness 
of space. An experience of the purely sublime, of absolute freedom, and yet, absolute terror. 

Hindus have called it moksha, the absolute freedom. There is nothing like it. The whole prison is shattered. You are simply under 
the infinite sky. Fear grips you; you want to go back to your home, cosy, walled, fenced. The infinite is not there, you are not 
afraid.  –  B.S. Rajneesh

The key difference between contemporary physical properties of openness in buildings, from the visions of, for instance, Karel 
Teige, and Charles Fournier, is that they do not propose a new form of community, everyday life and a new architecture to 
house it: completely new forms of life that can only spring out of a total destruction of the idea of roots but propose security, 
5  Walter Benjamin, ‘Experience and Poverty’, Selected Writings, Vol. 2, 1999, pp. 731–736.

6  Luca Basso Peressut, Marco Borsotti, Imma Forino, Nomadic Interiors: Living and Inhabiting in an Age of  Migrations.

7  R Esposito and R N Welch, Terms of  the Political:Community, Immunity, Biopolitics: Community, Immunity, Biopolitics, (Fordham University Press, 2012).

8  Esposito and Welch, Terms of  the Political:Community, Immunity, Biopolitics: Community, Immunity, Biopolitics.

9  Paolo Virno, ‘Grammar Of  The Multitude’, Philosophy, 2004, pp. 1–117.
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existential meaning, habitualness in a relation to others. Instead contemporary ‘openness’ emerges from within an environ-
ment of division, competition and profit. One where a sense of familiarity or homeliness, is supplied by repetition10 supplied 
by market mechanisms or a sense of meaning procured through socially divisive means. For example, extending hours of 
work, career ambitions, production of personalised consumer ‘escape and emotionally caring worlds’ and the ‘elbowing to get 
to the top’ in one’s career. These patterns of the contemporary metropolis become almost ‘religious,’ but a divisive one that 
descends into extending dependency; these tendencies destroy the only ethically accepted (no one is going to accept Adlous 
Huxley’s Brave New World just yet) biological model of reproduction, the nuclear family.11 Instead of conceding that a different 
model is possible and desirable, strategies of subsidising children are used to  maintain birth-rates (ie – the government pays 
to freeze eggs in Japan, parental leave policies give workers up to $35,000 for children) 12 and therefor maintain the myth that 
the current order is the only way.13

III. Danger, Forms of Refuge

As the philosopher Paolo Virno has pointed out, real danger manifests itself precisely in the forms of refuge that one takes in 
the face of this dread, in the face of the dangers inherent in being in this world: “we need only think about the propensity for 
entrusting oneself to a sovereign (either in the flesh, or one of those operetta types, it doesn’t matter), or about the feverish 
elbowing to get to the top in one’s career, or about xenophobia.”14 We could argue – that a large degree of our current political 
turmoil, can indeed be attributed to this very phenomena – a search for forms of refuge, meaning, and identity in the midst 
of accelerating state change and therefore frequency of crisis that approaches constancy – a ‘modernity’ that is solid, then 
liquid, then gas.15

As was exemplified in the 2017 Yom Kippur (a Judaic holiday of atonement and repentance) apology of Mark Zuckerberg 
for Facebook’s role in “dividing, rather than uniting us”.16 Online algorithms are calculated to send you to the like-minded, 
perpetuate tribal alliances, and are often become ritual sites for the reproduction of the eternal, mythological identity and 
community (nationalism, patriotism, racial identity). Online platforms often weave, peddle and deepen mythologies of ‘roots’ 
and belonging that divide people, lead to violence and serendipitously – collect profits from the resulting vitriol and carnage.

Division and dependency is not limited to the content pouring out of (and being sucked in to) the internet through our com-
puters, but to the immediate physical and psychological consequences of its very use. The internet, our laptop, tablet and 
mobile, deepen and extend a ‘haven’17 mythology, a site of mythical autonomy and self-determination, which can be traced 
back to the industrial era concept of ‘home’ – a private, natural place of choice, a self-deterministic sphere for family life away 
from the heartless world of the factory and office outside.18  In the age of internet and mobile technology this mythology ex-
tends to the scale of the individual, who now has a haven (the private computer, the personal social media page) not only from 
the heartless world outside of a house, but from the disciplinaries of family19 relations. Family, it can be argued, becomes as a 
form of discipline, obligation and servitude at odds with the smooth desiring and identity production available through social 
media platforms, online entertainment, games, sex, and shopping.20 21This internet haven - your private online profiles, data, 

10  Walter Benjamin, ‘Work of  art in the age of  mechanical reproduction’, Media and cultural studies keyworks, no. 1935, 1969, pp. 48–70.

11  Maurizio Lazzarato and Joshua David Jordan, Signs and machines: Capitalism and the production of  subjectivity, (Semiotext (e) Los Angeles, 2014).

12  http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/11/03/141943008/when-governments-pay-people-to-have-babies

13  Lazzarato and Jordan, Signs and machines: Capitalism and the production of  subjectivity. “Nor does neoliberalism’s promotion of  the entrepreneur-with which Foucault associates the subjective mobilization 

management requires in all forms of  economic activity-offer any kind of  solution to the problem. Quite the contrary. Capital has always required a territory beyond the market and the corporation and a subjectivity that is not that of  

the entrepreneur; for although the entrepreneur, the business, and the market make up the economy, they also break up society.”  – Maurizio Lazzarato

14  Virno, ‘Grammar Of  The Multitude’.

15  “Now, it is really in this irreversible condition of  uprootedness that forms of  atavistic belonging unexpectedly return as protective settlements, identities that resemble a destiny… For a long time now, “modern-

ization” revolutionizes only contexts of  experience already characterized by conventions and artifice, already repeatedly transformed by sudden innovations. The claim to familiar roots is in itself  hypermodern, as virulent as it is 

surreptitious…The Heimlich (homely) that was returns as a mass-media pogrom, ethnic pride for spot ads, post-industrial subjection of  bodies-which is to say, the unheimlich. Whoever tries to say homeland, community, authentic 

life, utters strident and terrifying cries worthy of  a revenant.” – Paolo Virno, Familiar Horror

16  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2017/10/01/mark-zuckerberg-apologizes-for-the-ways-my-work-was-used-to-divide-people/?utm_term=.0b07d3d3d8ce

17  D Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of  Housing, Work, and Family Life, (W.W. Norton, 2002).

18  Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of  Housing, Work, and Family Life.

19  See Virno, Familiar Horror. “It is better to stick to the ethical and sensory poverty implicit in exile or in social uprootedness rather than cherishing images of  a “familiarity” charged with disquieting promises. 

However, there is a “but.” Notwithstanding all this, it is futile, and in the long run dangerous, to rid oneself  with a shrug of  the need for a familiar place… Once all the traps of  nostalgia have been avoided, “we are accustomed to 

living with things that tell us stories,” to experiencing a sensual comfort in the face of  our living environment. The game is played on a subtle brink. The comfort in question is a historical bet, not a guaranteed possession. A task we 

have ahead of  ourselves, not an inheritance. Even better, it is an experience that can only spring out of  an exile in Belgium or a completely metropolitan sense of  dispossession. We have to mean by habit, which is to say by ethos, 

what is at the antipodes of  “roots” and can be glimpsed only when their every trace has disappeared. But what is it, finally, this unoriginal, not presupposed, second-degree “habitualness”? Roughly speaking, this possibility more or 

less goes together with the ever-deferred actuality of  what has been designated for two hundred years by the name communism.”

20  Michel Foucault, ‘The Birth of  Bio-Politics: Lectures at the College de France 1979–80’, London: Palgrave, 2008.

21  See the film Century of  the Self, Adam Curtis

storage, information, incognito browsing and behaviours - like the ‘private’ home haven of the industrial era family, or like the 
haven of the private bedroom, is not private, liberated nor self-deterministic. In many of its platforms, it becomes a device of 
social division, wrought from algorithms and configurations which optimise themselves (software and increasingly A.I.) against 
harvested data to increasingly trigger primitive psychological and biological impulses and thus capture the time, energy, and 
labour power of the populace.22 These are not only subjectifying and enslaving machines23, in that they produce desire and 
conflict and breed and feed on dependency, and operate at sub-individual levels (triggering the biological mechanics, the im-
pulses of our animal selves) – but more importantly they reconfigure, strand by strand, the ‘smallest fibres of our bodies and 
desires,’24 produce our knowledge, behaviour and ultimately our state of consciousness and reality.  

Relations of power and knowledge inform techniques of normalization, and they produce subjects and objects through an in-
finite modelling that today extends into the smallest fibres of our bodies and desires. Yet it must be emphasized that the space 
they create is also an openness, a multiplicity that contains an equally infinite capacity for resistance and transformation, and 
for the actualization of other spaces and subjects. – Sven Olof Wallenstien

However, these technologies also hold incredible potential to open up new transformation, they have a possibility to sweep 
away the very forms of enclosure which they currently deepen. They have given rise to a new connectivity, a total network, a 
platform of infinite by-passes that proliferates the open source, leaks, the commons, challenges to hegemony and corruption. 
They have opened up challenges to the structure our economy, war machines and political systems like leak sites, the now-fa-
mous bitcoin currency and experiments in forms of digital direct democracy. Therein lies an enormous possibility to dissolve 
historical structures and configurations of coercive power, and shed dangerous forms of refuge – offering a chance for, per-
haps a fuller nomadic liberation. Some have proposed that perhaps the new portable memory spaces of the internet and the 
accessibility of a stable site while remaining mobile, can allow us to be nomads by also providing a place of refuge, new forms 
of memory, orientation and meaning. Just for a moment think of how your identity, library, collection of ‘things’ and indeed 
memory itself become increasingly accessible everywhere, all the time.25

IV. Four Walls: The Room as Enclosure and Division

Despite these new possibilities for openness - physically, virtually, and metaphysically - categories of architecture, and perhaps 
most importantly because we are discussing reproduction (the production of our bodies and minds, habits and beliefs from 
a young age), the one we still refer to as housing (but will not do so in ADS9!) remain barricades. Housing is arguably still the 
most important space for reproduction and remains conceived of as a typical arrangement with typical ingredients and prin-
ciples, namely those of functional divisions (e.g. kitchen, dining room, bath, living room, bedroom etc.) and of perceived pri-
vacy, boundaries and possession. Because of its adherence to these principles and its formal and spatial configuration which 
ensures their smooth operation, ‘housing’ remains the locus for the cultivation, during vulnerable young life, of the posses-
sive, private individual who territorialises and claims ownership of space and things; shaping the contemporary subjectivities 
necessary to reproduce the ideologies of the market, perceive it as natural and as such unquestionable, and become invested 
in it for lack of ability to operate in any alternative manner. 

The less commonly described, but equally serious implication of the interior typological division of child from parents, siblings 
and others ‘by four walls,’ is that it builds a dependency on those walls. This point is very important for consideration: the 
‘private room,’ the enclosure within the family dwelling with its walls door, and lock, is not a haven, not a form of autonomy, 
but in fact a form of appropriation of autonomy (means of sustenance and production), to the forces of the market. Depen-
dency on commodified products and services is deepened by the enclosure of the private bedroom in the family house by 
severely reducing a young life process of learning to negotiate, tolerate, empathise and share with others. The rise of emo-
tional gratification in consumption, possessions, food, comfort services, psychiatry, drugs, customer service are but a few of 
the obvious manifestations. These dependencies provoked by enclosure, the haven of the room have an even more serious, 
and wide-ranging effect: the continued offsetting of one’s ability to build emotional intelligence and negotiate appropriates 
the cultivation of reason itself. Not only does this appropriation of reason become commodified to an explosion of ‘reason for 
sale’ from experts and advisors – but, and this is a critical point – the haven of the private room damages our ability to discern, 
recognise the face of coercion, and participate in political processes. 

…One’s actions are based on feelings rather than reason. Reason merely allows the comparison and balancing of different 
feelings. Reason, therefore, allows us to regulate our feelings, making its improvement the best method to improve our social 
condition.…Reason’s clarity and strength depend on the cultivation of knowledge. The cultivation of knowledge is unlimited. 

22  M Betancourt, The Critique of  Digital Capitalism: An Analysis of  the Political Economy of  Digital Culture and Technology, (Punctum Books, 2016).

23  Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateus, (SubStance, Vol. 19, no. 4, 1995).

24  S O Wallenstein, Biopolitics and the Emergence of  Modern Architecture, (Princeton Architectural Press, 2012).

25  Nomadic interiors, Fatima Pombo and hilde heynen
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Therefore, our social condition is capable of perpetual improvement; however, institutions calculated to give perpetuity to any 
particular mode of thinking, or condition of existence, are harmful. – William Godwin, An Inquiry Concerning Political Justice. 
1796

V. ‘Room’ as New Openness

Firstly, we would propose to re-appropriate the concept of room. Which currently, is most commonly understood in a defi-
nition that only arose in the late 15th century – “separate part of a building, enclosed by walls, a floor and a ceiling.”26 Before 
that room, or Proto-Germanic rūmaz, or Old English rūm, meant spacious, roomy, open (Ðis rume land - the wide world), free, 
unrestricted, expansive, generous. We propose to open space, to discard historical configurations of power, and not give over 
to illusions and “protective settlements […] that resemble a destiny”27 but instead ‘barbarically’ introduce compelling ways of 
starting anew. No historical typological form, notion of family, legitimacy, privacy or necessity is not a given, is natural.28 The 
most distinct of human traits is perhaps our adaptability and malleability especially at a young age. The difference between 
humans and animals is that we have the power, the possibility to shape our own reality. Our current reality is only one parallel 
version of the many which could have been possible – it is a reality laden in part with spatial configurations that trace a history 
of extending commodification and dispossession (appropriations), often masked as expanding freedoms.29 ADS9 proposes 
that we clear a space for living to together, start from scratch, make a little go a long way.

Barbarism? Yes, indeed. We say this in order to introduce a new, positive concept of barbarism. For what does poverty of ex-
perience do for the barbarian? It forces him to start from scratch; to make a new start; to make a little go a long way; to begin 
with a little and build up further, looking neither left nor right. Among the great creative spirits, there have always been the 
inexorable ones who begin by clearing a tabula rasa. They need a drawing table; they were constructors. – Walter Benjamin30

Openness here is proposed an architectural strategy. As an experiment to identify and re-direct current “lines of flight” or 
tendencies. Amplifying and re-directing those that show promise, and reversing the flow of those that precipitate slippage31 
into dependency isolation and danger, by clearing away enclosures. We propose to shed the bonds of past illusions (and archi-
tecture), to appropriate our ability to live together and negotiate with one another; to build the strength and the emotional 
experience to reason and to recognise aggression and coercion’s true face behind its mask.32 To create new architectures 
that enable us to construct our own boundaries. To accept difference and conflict as perpetual and positive in that it gives us 
meaning and identity and is, in fact, what constitutes community (the attraction of opposites).33 To re-situate freedom from 
“individual possession to be conquered and defended” to instead, that which is to be experienced in and as a relationship to 

26  https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rum#Old_English

27  Paolo Virno, ‘Familiar Horror’, Grey Room, 2005, pp. 13–16.

28  Hayden, Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of  Housing, Work, and Family Life.
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33  Esposito thus approaches categories from the Heraclitean idea of  the coincidence of  opposites. This is the idea that we may be joined together, and we may live in common, not thanks to homogeneity but because 

of  our distinction and diversity…. Or, in the words of  Nietzsche, that the world is will to power where will to power acts as a relational term which cannot be reduced to a unitary self-identical structure. Rather, the world calls for a 
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others.3435

The open, is a dangerous place. We must recognise, in the midst of this new openness, inside of this moment of total deter-
ritorialization; 36  that we are still emotional animals, who, above all seek, beyond the dangers and contingencies “inherent 
in our very being in this world.” We always need a sense of security -  physically, and more importantly, existentially – a place 
of identity, meaning, sense of the transcendental in the face of increasing loss of historical identity, community and therefor 
security.3738 We might learn from the Achilpa tribe and, in recognising that we are now free to roam a metaphorical, and hope-
fully soon, physical and metaphysical landscape -  that we need to have something to ‘carry with us.’ Something that can enact 
new forms of collective habit, new ethos which can bring order and meaning and beauty to our world.

The game is played on a subtle brink. The comfort in question is a historical bet, not a guaranteed possession. A task we have 
ahead of ourselves, not an inheritance. Even better, it is an experience that can only spring out … a completely metropolitan 
sense of dispossession. We have to mean by habit, which is to say by ethos, what is at the antipodes of “roots” and can be 
glimpsed only when their every trace has disappeared. But what is it, finally, this unoriginal, not presupposed, second-degree 
“habitualness”? Roughly speaking, this possibility more or less goes together with the ever-deferred actuality of what has been 
designated for two hundred years by the name ‘communism [but was not realised in the authoritarian communist nation-state] 
– Paolo Virno, Familiar Horror
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